CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or Survey No. #674

Corner Monument: GLO 1864 SET POST & MKD
24° S N 56° E, 223 LKS.
36° S N 31° E, 224 LKS.
46° S N 29° W, 75 LKS.
56° S N 62° W, 9.3 LKS.

Describe Corner Location Relative to Nearby Features, Also How to Reach:
Found Old Orig. Post Hanging on Barbed Wire Fence
Found 32° S N 44° E, (not 56°) 147 3/4 FT. With
MARKED "OLD NE BT TO SECS. 32-33 L.R. BS
5-26-60" Top of Blazed Face Visible But
Scrubbing.

Has Rotted Away.

CORNER RECORD (PERPETUATION)

Monument: Describe New Monument Set, or Work Done to Preserve Existing Monument

Set 3.5 gal. Pipe.

Accessories: Describe each new BT or Witness Objects Etc. Established, or Work Done to Preserve Existing Evidence

Scribe Trees:
20° F.R. N 58° E, 23 FT. Scribed "T4SRW S 33 BT"
15° F.R. N 78° W, 28.3 FT. Scribed "T4SRW S 32 BT"

Distances are Side Center.

Attach Location Signs to BTs
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